Military training. A practical approach.
(Rev 2, beta version)
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•

Psychological conversion to
reality perception and living in
presence: 1-2 weeks in the forest
camp.
Read the
DemonDSPChipVer3.2 ( )
and
ArtificialIntelligenceVer2.5
( ) documents. These will
change your thinking about the
world around us.
Training on terrorists and
enemies rather than „passive”
military exercises. Better focus
and exposure to real enemies in a
practical way.
„Banking” towards confrontation. Cyber-geography(CAD), muds and geo information
technology (GIS) technology vs. Cyber-hype. Computer aided management(CAM) and
Artificial intelligence(AI).

Self establishing base rules:
• Never support or credit the other side. Anything
can be used against you. Always “bank” towards
the combat zone or yourself. The world is a bank,
we are building and “working on” a bank,
regulated by democracy.
•

If not sure about
something, do
not do it! Save
the day!

•

The ability to fix
things is golden
path. Do not
trade a used path
for a risky unknown one.
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•

The best victory is a one that let go by law, rather than force. Force has remarks, void is
golden in respect of peace and prospects. Democracy and politics leaves remarkable
fingerprints in war and history too.

•

Law and physics (military) should solve the problems. Law is the only way to go (legal or
physical etc). If an entity does not respect law, what chances we have of progress ahead?
The idea of pirates and piracy by phantom shadow operations falls exactly outside of the
perimeter of law and democracy! No identification → no authentication to the system of
democracy.

•

If not sure about what directions to take or choose. Go for power and higher numbers. By
having resources and power, you have choices left. But if you loose on numbers and power,
your options will be numbered too. Answers will come, resources and power are priority.

•

The leadership. When trouble turns in and things turn out questionable, why “trade for the
situation” and let backwards? Have to take leadership, and system, order will take care of
the problems. If you keep control, control can take care of problems. But if you loose the
control, what will take care of the problem? System and order works as well as control.

•

Military wise, the smallest information comprise of a signal. The next military unit after a
signal is an event. Once we have a signal, it can be used for communication or to trigger an
event (Smoke sign, Morse-code or reaction..) See also wave interference and systems theory.

Military tip:
Ref: Military is
always concerned
about oil and
nuclear power as
conflict matters.
Democracy
engineered in
universal terms
aka. polynomial
units differentiated
off the real world
by abstraction.

Spatial intelligence and nuclear power.
Let’s say that (Ref: DemonDSP chip
Ver 3.2, Theory of Evolution Ver
2.3.8, Artificial Intelligence Ver 2.5,
http://fugeeonline.com/) we can
conclude, that terrorist cell networks
breed on democracy by exploiting
the plasma being unprotected in a
parasite way. Meaning, that the
plasma (Holy spirit) that protects
our democracy is basically unprotected and exposable. With this in
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mind, using and living off the plasma and replicating every possible form of defense to maintain
equilibrium justice in the world. In other words.
Hell based terrorist cell networks breed and replicate on our democracy (supported by the Holy
spirit, Ref: plasma) in a parasite way. Yet terrorizing and sabotaging our society and democracy.
A theoretical question could be this. If humans (people) can not sense their physical damage on
their body. For example, someone bleeds or have got a virus but still doesn’t sense or knows about
it consciously. Then we have the question whether people are conscious enough not just about the
environment but about themselves too in serious manners. We can conclude that people are
definitely not conscious about themselves, perhaps, about their thinking and goals maybe.
By this concern, we have arrived to the rivalry of robots and
industrial automation in general in which system states are
stored in memory in a continuous way (redundantly
protected) and robots can sense about almost anything we
want by modern day sensors. Now, by
this practically challenging property;
we realize, that robots or industrial
automation can exchange people in
vast functions and roles. As such “industrial revolution” have happened
before the I-II World War too. That probably created the “idea of
WolfEinsteinian security” defense. Meaning, nuclear biophysics and
artificial intelligence(AI) compatible/legitimate. Hence, what is the deal?
The “deal” is the intellectual value of person vs. a robot or industrial
automation solution. And its introduction to the monetary market
(healthcare) and cryptocurrency markets (commodities).
With such universal terms in mind, we can see that there is a clear and practical difference of people
and robots/industrial automation on the market and in the economy. This, hence raises the social
impact of pay, class differences and security.
Have state of self
consciousness

Work matters

Time matters

Energy/resources
matter

Animals:

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Humans and
humanoids (and
mutants):

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Robots/drones
and automated
systems:
Computers
(cybernetics):

Yes

No

No

No (nuclear
resources, free
energy devices)

Yes

No

No

No (nuclear
resources, free
energy devices)

If we don’t think in universal terms after reaching a level of consciousness, what hopes we have in a
complex and advanced world beyond order and trust of democracy? It is well known that the world
is representing its state by mental projection in the real world. In other words, the world’s
consciousness is materialized in matter and the state of world indeed. Thinking of it from a
backward point of view. What other state could the world have than what it is conscious of indeed?
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Please also see my pocketFIT, FIT book and this document on the relationship between matter and
consciousness and universal term thinking.
Subject matters: terrorism, hell, democracy, Holy spirit(plasma), mesons, charm particles, quarks,
evolutionary processes, genetic algorithms, energy, psychology, conflict, reality, perception.
Related defense and government portals:
● Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
https://www.cia.gov/
● Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
https://www.cdc.gov/
● International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
https://www.itu.int/
● National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
https://www.nasa.gov/
● United Nations (UN)
http://www.un.org/
● World Bank Group
http://www.worldbank.org/
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